Abstract-We present a convex optimization control method that has been shown in simulations to increase the fuel efficiency of a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle by over 10%. Using information on energy demand and energy use profiles, the problem is defined to preferentially use battery resources sourced from the grid over petroleum resources. We pose the general nonlinear optimal resource management problem over a predetermined route as a convex optimization problem using a reduced model of the vehicle. This problem is computationally efficient enough to be optimized "on the fly" on the on-board vehicle computer and is thus able to adapt to changing vehicle conditions in real time. Using this reduced model to generate control inputs for the detailed vehicle simulator autonomie, we record efficiency gains of over 10% as compared to the industry standard charge depleting charge sustaining controller over synthetic mixed urban-suburban routes.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
E
STIMATES of the types of vehicles in the US fleet in 2050 suggest that hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) might make up roughly 30% of the fleet Fig. 1 [1] . PHEVs are powered both by petroleum through an internal combustion engine (ICE) and electricity through grid charged batteries. These types of cars boost fuel efficiency by shifting energy resources to the electricity grid and are thus of interest in the fight against climate change. Some cities are also considering bans on petroleum fueled vehicles in urban centers and an option is to run PHEVs in all electric mode in a central city zone. PHEVs are also interesting from a mathematical standpoint because instead of having just a single optimal operating point for the ICE, there is another degree of freedom of when to run the electric motors. The choice of when in a route to use which internal resource can have impacts on both the overall efficiency of the vehicle as well as the use of the grid-sourced energy compared to petroleum sourced energy. This paper is focused on methods to choose which resources to use in a vehicle trip based on some knowledge of the trip energy profile and the capabilities and design of the vehicle (e.g. battery capacity, electric drive characteristics, ICE efficiency, power characteristics). The simplest use strategy possible in a plug-in hybrid is to start a trip with a near fully-charged battery then preferentially run on the electric drive until the battery is discharged to a threshold. This charge depleting charge sustaining (CDCS) model [2] is simple to implement, and for short trips preferentially uses the electric energy from the grid. However, as soon as the trip energy demand requires use of both the ICE as well as the battery, the choice of when to use each resource is a much more complex control problem. Other cases where the CDCS strategy is suboptimal include routes where all electric drive is required for part of the route (e.g. many cities have proposed banning petroleum fueled vehicles in city centers).
The promise of optimal control is that if we could predict the energy demand profile on a route, we can find the optimal strategy for controlling the vehicle in order to maximize fuel efficiency. This prediction could be from statistical models, autonomous vehicle programming systems or GPS data. While route prediction is a whole problem in itself, this paper starts with the assumption that the controller has perfect knowledge of the route (topology and speed/power requirements). Although having perfect knowledge is an unrealistic assumption, the techniques put forward in this paper are generally applicable to a statistically weighted ensemble of routes (appendix A), thus allowing for more realistic use cases. Our goal would be to maximally use grid energy and minimally use fuel re-sources. We use convex optimization to find this optimal control strategy.
B. Previous Studies
There is a substantial body of work dedicated to the optimal control of PHEVs. In general, controllers can be divided into two groups 1) rule-based controllers and 2) optimization based controllers [3] , [4] . The rule-based controllers use look-up tables or fuzzy logic methods [5] to configure the vehicle state, thus using heuristic measures to find the optimal operating point of the vehicle. The choices may be based on the instantaneous state of the vehicle, or can include information from the past driving history of the vehicle.
The optimization-based controllers optimize each vehicle component individually, and then combine the resulting configuration into a global vehicle state. The objective is to find the global optimum of this vehicle state based either on historical or real time data inputs over a given route [6] .
Our convex optimization based controller falls into the second of the two categories in that it relies on projections of the power demand of the route to find the optimal operating point of the vehicle. While the general problem is non-linear there have been studies tackling the problem using dynamic programming (DP) [7] , [8] , neural networks (NN) [9] , evolutionary algorithms (EA) [10] as well as other optimization techniques [11] . Convex optimization has been an emerging field in PHEV with a number of papers tackling the problems posed by such a scheme [12] , [13] . Convex optimization has the advantage in that is much more computationally efficient than any of the other proposed methods and thus can be used in real time [12] . All of these techniques seek to find the global optimum of the vehicle state given a set route and the parameters of the vehicle. The difference in our technique from the previous studies that used convex optimization is that it is relying on a mixed integer formulation, does not rely on DP for part of the optimization and is general enough to be used for any drivetrain configuration. We intend for our method to be complementary to many of the existing methods for finding the optimal operating point of a PHEV.
One very interesting aspect of the problem is gaining knowledge of the upcoming vehicle route and energy demand, or methods to predict likely vehicle energy demand while a trip is ongoing [14] - [19] . With the increasing development of vehicle to cloud communications as well as wayfaring and GPS applications, the availability of exact trip knowledge, in terms of topography and anticipated speed profiles, is becoming more feasible as an input to the vehicle control system. There is a related control option where exact route knowledge might not be known, but some sort of probable route, or a weight of probable routes, is known. We assume in this paper that the energy profile of the route is given.
C. Structure
We structure the paper in the following way. Section II, III and IV cover the theory of how to apply convex optimization to a general vehicle with an arbitrary number of power sources and arbitrary kinetics. In Section V we apply our general theory to the specific example of a power split PHEV modeled on a Toyota Prius. We then compare our optimal controller to a CDCS controller using the vehicle modeling software Autonomie [20] and present results and analysis in Sections VI and VII.
II. HYBRID VEHICLE MODEL
We model the vehicle drivetrain as an abstract power conversion device, which draws power from n separate energy sources.
A. Background a) Convexity and concavity:
A function f is convex if
for all x, y ∈ R n and α, β ∈ R with α + β = 1, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0 [21] . We can thus define a general convex optimization problem as
where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is the optimization variable with the objective and constraint functions all satisfying (1) . A problem in the form of (2), while having no analytic solution, can generally be solved in polynomial time using an interior point optimization routine. A strictly convex problem guarantees that any solution to the problem is a global minimum [21] . The goal of this paper is to establish a formalism for writing a hybrid vehicle control problem into a convex problem and then using this formalism to maximize the fuel efficiency of the vehicle.
B. Drivetrain model
The drivetrain uses energy from n on-board energy sources (e.g., fuel or batteries) to drive the vehicle. In other words, the drivetrain is an n-to-1 power converter that converts the incident powers P 1 (t), . . . , P n (t) from the n energy sources into the drive power P drv (t). (For notational convenience, we will often drop explicit dependence on time.)
At each time instant the converter can be run in one of K different discrete modes, perhaps corresponding to the on/off state of an engine or the gears of a discrete transmission. At time t, the drivetrain is in mode θ(t) ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
We assume that for a fixed time t and mode θ, the drive power is a function of the input powers:
This assumption, that the input powers affect the output power, instantaneously encodes our belief that the time constants of the drivetrain (or relaxation times) are short, i.e., the drivetrain reaches equilibrium conditions quickly (either naturally, or through feedback control). The function f t,θ depends explicitly on the time t, which may be due to changing drivetrain performance over time (perhaps based on uncontrollable external or internal effects) or may be due to changing requirements on the drivetrain (such as the requirement, in addition to a power requirement, that the vehicle follow a given speed trajectory). See Section V for an example. The domain of f t,θ encodes limits on the power flow from the energy sources. In other words, if (P 1 , . . . , P n ) are not in the domain of f t,θ , then those input powers are not accepted by the device. For example, there are typically limits to how much power is accepted at each port.
The results in this paper rely on two assumptions on f t,θ , given below. While these assumptions are not guaranteed to be true they hold for all of the cases we have examined. a) Monotonicity: For fixed t and θ, the function f t,θ is increasing in each argument. This means that if more power is applied from any of the energy sources, then more output power is produced (with all other input powers equal). More specifically, ifP i ≥ P i for all i, and if for some j, we haveP j > P j , then f t,θ (P 1 , . . . ,P n ) > f t,θ (P 1 , . . . , P n ).
b) Concavity: For fixed t and θ, the function f t,θ must be concave in the input powers. Intuitively, concavity means that if we use input powers P 1 , . . . , P n , a fraction s of the time, and input powersP 1 , . . . ,P n for the remaining fraction 1 − s of the time, we will generate less power on average than if we consistently use the (time-averaged) input powers sP 1 + (1 − s)P 1 , . . . , sP n + (1 − s)P n . In other words, unnecessary variation in the input power hurts performance.
For example, cycling an internal combustion engine between high and low power levels produces less (average) work than running it at a constant power. If f is differentiable, concavity means ∇f (P ) − ∇f (P ) ≥ 0 forP ≥ P . This means, roughly speaking, that the marginal efficiency of the device is a nonincreasing function of the power Fig. 2 . Note that this does not mean that the total efficiency is decreasing.
C. Energy Sources
The input power that is fed into the drivetrain comes from n on-board energy sources. The power drawn/returned from source i at time t is ±P i (t) (with positive P defined to be power drawn from and negative returned to the source), and the remaining energy in the source is E i (t). The energy is drawn from the sources according tȯ
The initial energy in source i known and fixed:
The energy in source i has a price π i > 0. The total cost J of operating the vehicle over the time period is
III. OPTIMAL CONTROL
We would like to operate the drivetrain to produce a target power P des (t) for time t ranging in a finite time horizon [0, T ]. We assume that any power in excess of P des (t) is acceptable, which encodes an assumption that there are friction brakes, or some other power sink, that can absorb any excess power at the output, so that the power requirement is
with f defined in (3). a) Switching Cost: We would also like to minimize the amount of times the drivetrain switches modes. We therefore introduce a switching cost S, which is the number of times θ switches The maximum efficiency curve for the engine described in sec V as a function of torque. Efficiency is a function of torque and power, and is a design choice for the engine. We see our assumption of decreasing marginal efficiency is approximately true over the range of inputs. In general throttled engines have the highest specific fuel efficiency at full throttle. At that moment, however, there may not be demand for that power output or torque output. To increase efficiency, the optimal controller may choose to run the engine at a higher power and store excess energy in the battery. (b) Efficiency surface over the full range of torque and speed of the engine, the maximum of which is shown in (a).
over the horizon [0, T ]. We take S to be infinite if there are an infinite number of switches over the horizon.
We would like to operate the drivetrain to meet the power requirement, while minimizing the total cost of the energy used and of the number of times the drivetrain switched modes: minimize total cost J + λS subject to energy source dynamics (4) energy source initial condition (5) power requirement (6) (
The variables are the input powers P 1 , . . . , P n , the energies E 1 , . . . , E n , and the mode variable θ(t) ∈ {1, . . . , K}, which are all functions of t, for t ∈ [0, T ]. The problem parameter λ ≥ 0 is a trade-off parameter that encodes our preference between using less energy and switching modes less often. This problem is a mixed-integer, nonlinear optimization problem, a problem class for which there are no known efficient global solution methods.
A. Solving Problem (7)
We first discuss a special case in which (7) can be solved exactly using convex optimization. In the general case, we show how to convert (7) into a mixed-integer convex problem, for which effective heuristics can be applied. a) Fixed Mode Variable: If the optimal mode variable θ is known at all times (or, more likely in practice, if a good heuristic is used to guess θ), then solving (7) with θ fixed is a convex optimization problem, and can be solved globally using standard methods. A particularly simple case is if there is only one discrete mode (i.e., there is no on/off state, and no discrete gear states to be chosen). Then (7) is a convex optimization problem as stated.
b) General Case: To (approximately) solve (7) in the general case, we propose converting it into a mixed-integer convex optimization problem, a problem class for which efficient heuristic techniques exist. The full conversion is standard, but somewhat complicated, as is given in appendix (B).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Eliminating the Drive Power 1) Inverse Function:
The function f (6) is often not given in closed form. Representing and optimizing over such a function can be difficult, and is typically easier if the function involves fewer arguments. In this section, we show how to reduce the number of arguments needed by one.
Because the function f is increasing in each argument, we can solve for any one of the input powers as a function of the other input powers and P des . We denote this function h, so that
It can be shown that this function h is decreasing and convex (appendix C).
We now consider a modification of (7), formed by replacing the power requirement
with the constraint
This is a relaxation, because there are input powers that satisfy (8) but not (9) . However, it can be shown that the the problems are indeed equivalent, in the sense that they have the same optimal values and the same optimal solution set (appendix D).
2) Representing h: To solve problem (7), it is necessary to represent h in a tractable form. Because h is not typically available in closed form, it may be necessary to use an approximation of it. Here we describe a simple method, based on gridding, that works well when there are few energy sources (i.e., n is no greater than 2 or 3). For more complicated problems see appendix E. To do this, we first identify bounds on the values of the control inputs (i.e., the torques and speeds of the motors). We then recover an (n − 1)-dimensional array such that A i 1 ,...,i n −1 , returns h(P 2 , . . . , P n ) thus effectively interpolating over the function. As n grows large the size of A becomes unmanageable, thus restricting the usefulness of this particular technique. An example with n = 2 is given in sec V-B2.
B. Restrictions
Based on the source of energy, there may be restrictions on the amount of power we can draw from them, as well as an associated cost.
1) Power Limits:
In most cases, the energy sources can only absorb or dispense a limited amount of power, so that P i,min ≤ P i (t) ≤ P i,max . We do not, however, set a constraint on the amount of change in the power being drawn from the energy source.
2) Unidirectional Power: In some cases, such as combustible fuel, we have P i (t) ≥ 0, i.e., it is not possible to return energy to this energy source once it is extracted.
3) Finite Reservoir: An energy source may be finite, with an energy E(t) remaining at time t. The energy changes according toĖ(t) = −P (t), and must satisfy the limits E min ≤ E(t) ≤ E max for all t. In this example a finite reservoir is used to model the battery. In other implementations we could also use a finite reservoir to model a flywheel or hydraulic fluid.
C. Costs
We assume that each energy source has an associated cost, which is given as a convex function J of the power used.
1) Energy Cost:
If energy from unidirectional source i has a cost π, then the total cost of energy from that source is
2) Amortized Replacement Cost: A rechargeable energy source i may have an associated (amortized) maintenance and replacement cost, which is affected by the amount of use. A simple approximation of this amortized cost is
where α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 1. This is especially important when thinking about battery life and health.
D. Memoryless Assumption
In order for our model to satisfy the convex constraints in (7) we must assume a static and memoryless model of the car. What this means is that at any point in time the state of the car (i.e., determined by the state of charge of the battery and the amount of fuel) is unchanging and has no memory of the path it took to that state. While a necessary condition to construct a convex optimization model, this requirement inherently limits the complexity of the car model.
An example would be a memoryless model of a lithium ion battery. As part of the static model we assume that the battery is a reservoir of energy and that the state of charge of the battery is simply the percentage of the total power left after power has been drawn out. In reality the battery is not memoryless and has dynamic components such as the open circuit voltage. Another real-world constraint is that the engine be at operating temperature for best efficiency. So past history could cause efficiency changes if the historical operation did not keep the engine warm. Thus we must make a number of approximations to keep our model convex.
V. EXAMPLE: POWER SPLIT PLUG-IN HYBRID
Up to now our formulation has been completely general and can be applied to any architecture. We consider now a specific application to a known vehicle for illustrative purposes. As we will discuss in Section V-C the model is designed to be optimized quickly and efficiently such that it can respond to real inputs and be run on the on-board computer of a PHEV. We then use this model to find our optimal operating points and test it by "driving" a much more complicated model (Autonomie developed at Argonne National Laboratory [20] ) with the torque and power trajectory set points derived from the simplified model for each 0.1s time interval of the simulation. This strategy lets us directly compare the fuel used by the various methods, because they are running the same vehicle technology model. It is then possible to continuously reoptimize the system to respond to a changing driving environment as well as slight deviations from the expected model.
For this example we assume that the desired vehicle speed ω dr (t) is known, based on future knowledge of the route to be traveled, and that, using a model of the vehicle's longitudinal dynamics, we can calculate the desired drive power P des (t) over the route that will generate the desired speed profile. The drivetrain, as shown in Fig. 4 , is often called power-split or "combined" hybrid. The architecture combines power from the two electric motors and the ICE through a planetary gear system. This system is found in cars like the second generation Toyota Prius [22] .
In our formalism the function h in (7) is defined by our knowledge of P des and the planetary gear system which takes in powers from the two electric motors and the internal combustion engine. The control inputs correspond to the various torques and speeds of the motors which determine the power of each source according to their internal dynamics. Our minimization routine will thus return the most efficient control inputs over time that match the required power demand.
The ICE fuel, power and torque maps, as well as the electric motor/electronic controller efficiencies are derived empirically through physical measurements taken on production vehicles at Argonne. Because we use the same model vehicle for the CDCS controllers and the optimal controller, we are trying to structure the study to show the impact of the controller on the routes we study. We have not looked at how sensitive these results are to vehicle parameters, that could be a future study. Our models are attempts to use realistic vehicle models that are based on contemporary production vehicles.
A. Drivetrain 1) Planetary Gearset:
We consider the planetary gearset with two electric motors M 1 and M 2 and an ICE. Each electric motor M 1 and M 2 and the engine have speeds denoted ω 1 , ω 2 and ω e and torques τ 1 , τ 2 and τ e respectively. Kinematic constraints require that τ e and ω 2 can be deterministically calculated from the speed of the vehicle and P des (t) i.e ω 2 = ω dr , τ e = . Given a gear ratio γ as well as τ e and ω e , given by the optimization, we can constrain all the other torques and speeds [22] .
2) Electric Motors: We determine the electric power usage of the motors as a function of the motor torque and speed i.e., P = τ ω + losses. These losses were determined empirically through physical measurements on production vehicles. The empirical models were taken from Argonne National Laboratory through their vehicle simulator Autonomie [23] . We do not allow torque and speed values outside the domain of this function.
3) Engine: Similarly to the electric motors, the engine power output is determined empirically as a function of the engine torque and speed [23] . The amount of fuel power consumed is given by hf , where h is the (constant) heating value of the fuel, and f is the fuel quantity. If the fuel has a price π, then the total cost of fuel used is given by
4) Battery Losses:
The battery is modeled as an RC finite reservoir (Section IV-B3) with a total energy capacity of 7.8 kWh, a nominal voltage V and resistance R. Battery losses are simply determined by a P 2 loss term that penalizes large withdrawals of battery power in short amounts of time. More specifically if we require a certain amount power P e to run the motors the power P b withdrawn from the battery is
with PC being the efficiency of the power converters. An analogous expression is used for expressing losses while charging the battery. While we do not include complicated battery dynamics such as varying open circuit voltage in this simplified model, we have verified that this term approximates the losses to first order. More complicated dynamics tend to violate our memoryless requirement (Section IV-D) due to their path dependent nature.
B. Optimal Control Problem 1) Cost Function:
Our total cost function for operating the vehicle becomes the cost of the total amount of fuel used
where π and h are defined in Section V-A3. In future versions we can modify J to include amortized replacement costs (Sec IV-C2) that penalize overuse of the battery as well as other costs associated with battery/engine temperature effects. By adding extra costs we can penalize behavior in the controller to take into account wear on the battery as well as costs from cold starting the engine.
2) Representing h for a Power-Split PHEV: Following Section IV-A2, to represent h we grid such that for fixed P out , wheel speed ω and engine on/off we loop over all internal configurations and determine the electric power P e and engine power P eng . We then find the parameterized engine curves as shown for a particular vehicle (Table I) in Fig. 3 . For s = OFF all the power comes from the battery and so there is only a single operating point P out = P e . For s = ON we take only the most efficient points and approximate those points as defining the convex function h. The interpretation is that we allow all mixtures of internal configurations for a particular P out , ω and s. While time consuming, this routine would only ever need to TABLE I  TABLE GIVING THE PARAMETERS FOR THE EXAMPLE VEHICLE AND  COMPARING THEM TO THE CURRENT PLUG-IN HYBRID PRIUS CONFIGURATION For comparisons, our model is roughly similar to existing platforms [24] . Fig. 3 . Convex envelope showing the function P fu el = h(−P b att ) for a power split hybrid for a given desired power and wheel speed. In this example P b att is negative because we are charging the battery so −P b att is positive. Since h(x) is convex and decreasing, h(-x) is convex and increasing which we see here. While h is not available in closed form we approximate h using a gridding technique. We take the most efficient curve (the blue points) as representing h and assume it as a convex function. While there is no reason a-priori to assume that h is a convex function it seems to be generally true in practice. We can say that this assumption encodes our belief in the decreasing marginal efficiency of the drivetrain. run once for a given configuration of the car since the curves are route independent.
3) Combination: Thus our convex problem for this example becomes minimize total cost J + λS subject to if s t = ON: P this is a mixed integer convex problem for which we can find the approximate global minimum efficiently and with limited computational resources on board a vehicle.
C. Simulator 1) Driving the Vehicle:
As previously mentioned the model specified in Section V is a simplified model that can be run in real time on the onboard computer. This mimics what would happen in an actual car where the optimizer would take in simulated data from a simplified model and then use closed loop feedback and PID loops to match the actual performance of the vehicle. After receiving the results of the optimal controller from the simplified model we then "drove" our vehicle to the optimally-determined ICE engine power and torque set-points using the Autonomie simulator, using the simulator PID regulator loops to keep the vehicle following the desired trajectory vs. time on the route. Autonomie is a vehicle simulator written at Argonne National Laboratory that has been verified against many different kinds of vehicles [20] , [23] . By specifying an input engine torque and speed the realities of the planetary gear system mean that the rest of the motors as well as the power split between the battery and the petroleum can be determined.
2) Car Model:
In these studies we use a vehicle model that is roughly based on the form factor and power sources of existing commercial plug-in hybrid vehicles such as the Toyota Prius or the Chevrolet Volt. Table I lists the major vehicle parameters of our hybrid model. We use data from an existing ICE data base specified in autonomie to generate fuel use and engine torque and power maps [20] . The specific choices in this model vehicle are important only to the extent that they exhibit quasi-realistic energy use variations between the electric and ICE power sources, and realistic models of the battery capacity and energy processes from charging and discharging. Any comparisons we make are between different controllers and not between vehicle models with different operating modes thus ensuring that all results are true comparisons of the control strategy. The formalism of our model allows more specific vehicle models to be be studied which can mimic existing vehicles, or allow the evaluation of possible alternate configurations. II  TABLE SHOWING THE DIFFERENT SPEEDS FOR THE VARIOUS TEST ROUTES  AND THE NUMBER OF NYC TAXI CYCLES We ran each cruise for a constant time so higher speeds will necessarily use more fuel. Another approach could be to run the cruises for a constant distance but what matters most is how the optimal controller compares to the CDCS controller.
3) Routes: A number of synthetic energy demand profiles (routes) were designed specifically to test the effectiveness of the optimal controller. We paired two kinds of operations, a constant speed cruise (including acceleration, deceleration) which mimics a suburban or highway pattern (Table II) , and a stop and go cycle, which mimics urban traffic use. A second set of routes were constructed simply by swapping the order of the different operations. The end result was two routes with identical energy use, but different demands vs. time in the route Fig. 5 . A simulation using the CDCS controller ended up consuming different amounts of fuel depending on the order of the various pieces of the route. The difference in fuel consumption on two routes with the same total power demand can be explained by the choices made by the onboard controller. Ideally, on routes with identical total power demand there would be no difference in the total fuel used. Thus any difference in the fuel consumption between these routes is due entirely to the control strategy employed by the PHEV, making them perfect test routes for our controllers. Using these routes we were able to test our optimal controller and see specifically how the controller changed strategies when different parts of the route were switched around. If our problem were perfectly convex we would expect that the optimal controller would use exactly the same amount of fuel no matter the exact topology of the energy demand profile.
VI. RESULTS
We tested our optimal controller on eight different synthetic routes with known power demand profiles described in Section V-C3. The state of charge (SOC) and fuel use over time for medium speed routes is shown in Fig. 6 . These routes mixed urban and suburban cycles with the urban cycle coming either before or after the suburban one with the suburban cruise changing speeds between routes labeled slow, med, medfast and fast. We compared our optimal controller to the industry standard CDCS controller [2] which depletes the battery first and only then turns on the engine. The expectation is that the difference in fuel use by the CDCS controller over topologically distinct routes as shown in Fig. 5 would give a lower bound on the fuel efficiency gains over the less efficient route. Theoretically the optimal controller should use the same amount of fuel no matter what the order of operations thus giving us expected savings of over 10% on some of the routes.
Overall the optimal controller had an efficiency gain of over 10% as compared to the CDCS controller on the routes tested Fig. 7 . The efficiency gain from using optimal control is due to better management of onboard power systems. We see in Fig. 7 that the largest efficiency gains were in the slower routes even Fuel use of standard CDCS controller over two routes with the same total power demand but with the urban/suburban cycles rescheduled. The CDCS controller uses different amounts of fuel depending on the order of sections. Since the total power demand over the routes is equal, the difference in the fuel consumption is due entirely to control decisions by the CDCS controller. For optimal control, if we find the global minimum then the total fuel consumed will not depend on the topology of the route. though the fastest routes had the largest numerical drop in total fuel used. We look at fuel use, engine power histograms and engine on/off times to understand the optimal controllers strategy for different routes and verify that this behavior conforms to real world use patterns.
VII. ANALYSIS
A. Strategy of the Optimal Controller
In order to understand where the efficiency gains were being generated various components of the system were analyzed. We found through plotting the state of charge in parallel with the fuel use Fig. 6 that one strategy the optimal controller made use of was to run the engine at a higher power operating point than required by the route and then storing the excess power in the battery. This phenomenon is seen in the intervals with notable increases in the state of charge of the battery. To investigate this further we plotted histograms of engine power for both the conventional and optimal controller and saw a striking difference Fig. 8 in the two graphs. As expected from the engine efficiency curve Fig. 2 the optimal controller shifted the engine to running at higher powers and stored the extra energy in the battery. This enabled the ICE to run at a more efficient operating point.
B. Engine Power Mystery
An interesting note is that the opposite of the reasoning in Section VII-A happens above a certain threshold of vehicle speed for the cruise. The highest speed cruise routes show the Fig. 7. (a) Comparison of the CDCS vs optimal control total fuel use over eight different routes (two for each of the four speeds) all consisting of new york taxi cycles and a cruise section. The cruise speed varies from a fast 85 mph to a slow 28mph Table II. The optimal controller uses less fuel across every route. (b) Percentage increase in fuel efficiency over the eight different routes shown in (a). The efficiency gains shown come from directly comparing the fuel used by the CDCS controller to the optimal controller. The CDCS controller is very inefficient on the slower routes, causing large gains in efficiency from optimal control. We also see that percentage efficiency gain is different depending on the order of the components i.e., the urban section coming first or last. Looking at (a) we see that the fuel use is (almost) the same over both urban last and urban first for the optimal controller but different for the CDCS controller. Thus the more inefficient the CDCS controller is the greater the efficiency gain.
optimal controller does not run the engine at maximum power output, which is contrary to the simple assumption this would always be the most efficient system operating point Fig. 8 .
The solution is found by comparing the total losses from both the battery and the engine Fig. 9 . As the engine runs at a higher power it is conversely also using the battery more intensely. The CDCS controller is designed to run on the battery and then run on the engine. For a fast cruise route this necessarily means that first the electric motors and subsequently the ICE are run at high Fig. 8. (a) Histogram showing the time spent at given powers for the ICE for a medium speed route. We see that the optimal controller pushes the average operating point to a higher power to increase the efficiency and then stores the excess power in the battery. (b) Histogram showing the time spent at given powers for the ICE for a fast route. Instead of shifting the average operating point of the ICE up we actually see it shifting down. The optimizer takes the power losses from both the battery and the ICE into account when choosing operating points. We see that by reducing the ICE power the optimizer reduces the battery losses by more than the loss of efficiency in the ICE (a).
power throughputs. Running the ICE at high torque increases the efficiency (decreasing losses) but large currents increase the total losses in the battery equation (10) . The optimal controller decides to minimize the battery losses by running both the ICE and electric motors in tandem, reducing the battery losses and slightly increasing the engine losses.
This finding was a surprise because it contradicts the assumption that the system optimal operating point was the engine optimal operating point. The findings in this section clearly show the benefits of optimal control over any heuristic algorithm such as CDCS. Optimal control is able to find the global optimum operating point over the entire route.
C. Engine On/Off
The optimal controller has the freedom to turn the engine on/off at will. For these particular routes we saw no discernible Fig. 9 . Cumulative losses in the battery and the engine on a fast route discussed in Fig. 8 . The optimizer has chosen to lower battery losses instead of lowering engine losses by running the engine at a less powerful operating point.
pattern that led to efficiency gains in the decisions the optimal controller made. One thing to note is that we introduce a switching cost (12) to promote realistic engine use. There is a fuel use startup cost associated with running the engine when it is cold (i.e.,has been off for a long time) as well as wear and tear issues on the starting system for short start/stop cycles. We can set the switching cost to balance the need for fuel efficiency gains with the costs of switching the engine on and off too often.
D. Charging Limits
Much of the gain in efficiency comes from running the engine at a more efficient operating point at a higher power. This extra power is stored in the battery. While our battery loss model takes into account a simple P 2 loss term, we do not have an amortized cost associated with battery life. While theoretically it may be possible to charge the battery at the rates the optimal controller would like, it might decrease the usable life of the battery. To see if the optimal controller would still increase the fuel efficiency with a charging cap on the battery we imposed a limit on the charging of the battery Fig. 10 . While the efficiency gained indeed decreased, we still had a sizable gain in efficiency from the optimal controller. We are excited to continue to investigate the possibility of instituting constraints that enhance battery life in the vehicle as well as increase fuel efficiency.
VIII. COMPARISON
We find our fuel savings over CDCS systems on the order of 5-15% to be broadly in line with the references cited earlier in Section I-B. We expect this to be the case because DP, EA, NN and methods using Pontryagin's Minimum Principle are all different ways of finding the global optimum of a non-linear system defined by the equations of motion and constrained by the energy profile of the route. Our formulation is valuable as an efficient and general method of obtaining this global minimum that can be used in conjunction with many of the other methods cited. More specifically, convex optimization has extremely efficient algorithms for finding the global optimum [21] , [25] as opposed to strategies such as DP which generally require a huge amount of computing power [6] . Fig. 10 . Fuel use as a percentage of fuel used by the CDCS controller over a medium route after limiting the rate of charging the battery to nominal, 2/3, 1/3, and 1/6 nominal. To increase fuel efficiency, the optimal controller runs the engine at a higher power and stores the excess power generated in the battery. Limiting the charging rate of the battery thus limits the extent to which the engine can be run at a more efficient operating point. Even for the most restrictive regime, however, we still see significant efficiency gains over the CDCS controller.
Comparing efficiency gains is not a direct comparison due to our differing testing methods and routes. Our testing method of equal-energy but different energy profile routes has many advantages including enabling us to immediately see the impact of the controllers scheduling of resources. Using these equal energy routes one can do an in depth analysis of the changes being wrought by the controller which enable an intuitive grasp of the logic underpinning the controllers decisions. We would like to propose this method of testing as a means to analyze the results of the previously cited papers and see how route sensitive their results are.
The direct comparison of the optimal controller to the current industry standard CDCS controller is an exact "apples to apples" comparison which successfully shows the importance of these results.
IX. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, as one of the likely components of the future US vehicle fleet, and one that is attractive for the ease of integration into the existing fuel distribution and electric charging infrastructure, PHEV's have the potential to rapidly contribute to reduced fuel use and associated greenhouse gas emissions. They also are potentially easily accepted by consumers and manufacturers, as they are based on existing vehicle technology. These vehicles can be subject to optimization due to their unique combination of multiple degrees of freedom. We have shown it is possible to formulate the PHEV control problem for a completely general power-train as a mixed integer convex optimization problem that can be solved efficiently to substantially increase the fuel efficiency of the vehicle. While our formulation requires complete information of the power demand of the route, the technique is easily extendable to a probabilistic sum over different routes.
This technique is applicable both to current vehicles as well as possible future vehicles with more than two fuel sources and any drivetrain configuration. In addition, these methods might be used to guide future vehicle designs. For example, optimal control could inform the sizing of the battery system and power output of the ICE components to match use needs (i.e.a vehicle used mostly in urban areas, or a vehicle used mostly in suburban patterns might use different battery and engine configurations).
Future work will concentrate on both the problem of route prediction as well as further verification to the validity of this technique by statistically sampling a data-base of real world routes. Furthermore, using a data-base of real world routes, it would be possible to quantify the benefits of this technique over various subgroups of routes (i.e.urban, hilly, suburban etc). Other possible avenues of exploration include adding costs to preserve and lengthen the lifetime of the batteries as well as possible extensions to vehicles such as buses that drive predetermined routes. Given the flexibility of the formalism it is possible to apply this control technique to almost any vehicle.
APPENDIX A CONVEX COMBINATION
Given a vector of different routes X = {p 1 des , . . . , p n des } and the probabilities for those routes α = {α 1 , . . . , α n } the optimal control problem in problem (7) can be modified to reflect the possible combinations of routes. The new problem is constructed by taking the convex combination of the routes such that the new trajectory to be optimized over is
Since the convex combination preserves convexity, problem (7) is unchanged with the substitution of the new P des .
APPENDIX B REFORMULATION AS MICP
For economy of exposition, we use the notation notation P = (P 1 , . . . , P n ). Then the power requirement is
The requirement (6) can be expressed in a mixed-integer convex form as
The function p is given by
this allows us to solve the problem as a mixed-integer convex optimization problem. This problem can be solved by branch and bound [25] , or approximately solved by ADMM [26] .
APPENDIX C PROOF FOR EXISTENCE AND CONVEXITY OF h
It can be shown that function h (9) is decreasing and convex. To prove that a function exists, Given P 2 , . . . , P n , then if there exists a value of P 1 such that f (P 1 , . . . , P n ) = P des , then because f is increasing on its domain, then if such a value exists, it is unique. (Otherwise, we assign the values ∞ to h(P 2 , . . . , P n , P des ).)
To prove that h is decreasing on its domain we note that, since P drv is a known, constant function at a given time, we can absorb it into the definition of h, so that (9) becomes P 1 ≥ h(P 2 , . . . , P n ).
From the definition of f as monotonically increasing we see that for a constant value of P drv , if one or more of P 2 , . . . , P n increases with the rest non-decreasing that P 1 must decrease. Thus h is a strictly decreasing function of the input values.
To show intuitively that h is convex we note that f is a concave function in its input parameters. Thus if one of P 2 , . . . , P n increases f will increase by a steadily decreasing amount as shown by ∇ 2 f ≤ 0. Conversely, decreasing P 1 will decrease f by a steadily increasing amount. Thus h must be convex because increasing P 2 , . . . , P n leads to smaller and smaller decreases in P 1 . An equivalent statement of this fact is Jensen's inequality (defined in Section II-B θf (P ) + (1 − θ)f (P ) ≤ f (θP + (1 − θ)P )
which encodes our belief in decreasing marginal utility.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF PROBLEM EQUIVALENCE
We now consider a modification of (7), formed by replacing the power requirement P des ≤ f (P 1 , . . . , P n )
with the constraint P 1 ≥ h(P 2 , . . . , P n , P des )
This is a relaxation, because there are input powers that satisfy (8) but not (9) . However, it can be shown that the problems are indeed equivalent, in the sense that they have the same optimal values and the same optimal solution set. a) Relaxation: To see that we can absorb P des into h, definẽ P = f (P 1 , . . . , P n ), and assume that (8) holds, so that P des ≤ P . Then the definition of h gives P 1 = h(P 2 , . . . , P n ,P ). Because h is increasing, and P des ≤P , we have P 1 = h(P 2 , . . . , P n ,P ) ≥ g(P 2 , . . . , P n , P des ). b) Equivalence: Problem (7) and the problem formed by replacing the power requirement constraint (8) in (7) with the relaxed version (8) are in fact equivalent problems, in the sense that they have the same optimal values and the same optimal solution set. To see this, we note that for any solution to (7) , (9) is satisfied with equality thus proving equivalence. To show that (9) is satisfied with equality note that if, for some time period, P 1 > g(P 2 , . . . , P n , P des ), then we can adjust P 1 for this timestep to construct another trajectory for which (9) holds with equality for each time step. This new trajectory uses less energy and therefore would have lower cost, proving the original trajectory is in fact not optimal.
APPENDIX E UNKNOWN H
Often, the functions f (6) and h (9) are not given explicitly. We assume that input powers P 1 , . . . , P n that satisfy (8) can be generated as a function of some control inputs u 1 , . . . , u m , so that (P 1 , . . . , P n ) = g t (u 1 , . . . , u m )
These control inputs often represent torques and speeds of the various engines and motors that compose the device, or the settings of clutches in the drivetrain.
Using this description, we propose to approximate the constraint set (8) using a polyhedral representation. First, we select N representative control input values u m . Then the power requirement constraint (9) can then be approximated as
where θ(t) ∈ R N is a new variable, with N k =1 θ k = 1 and θ k ≥ 0.
